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ZRS 406A4G mutation in patients with tibial
hypoplasia, polydactyly and triphalangeal first fingers

Phatchara Norbnop1,2, Chalurmpon Srichomthong2,3, Kanya Suphapeetiporn2,3 and Vorasuk Shotelersuk2,3

Werner mesomelic syndrome (WMS), an autosomal dominant disorder characterized by hypoplastic tibiae, triphalangeal thumbs

and polydactyly, is caused by a specific point mutation at the position 404 in zone of polarizing activity regulatory sequence

(ZRS). Here we identified two additional families with WMS. All three patients in three generations of Family 1 were found to

harbor the same heterozygous 406A4G mutation in ZRS. The fourth patient from Family 2 was a sporadic case with the known

404 point mutation. The novel 406A4G mutation expands mutational spectrum in ZRS causing WMS, provides evidence for a

functionally important nucleotide position 406 of ZRS in humans and has implications for genetic counseling.
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INTRODUCTION

Limb development requires the spatial and temporal organization of
embryos, which is achieved through the spatial and temporal
regulation of gene expression.1 This is controlled by transcription
levels of multiprotein complexes and gene regulatory regions,
including enhancers. Zone of polarizing activity (ZPA) regulatory
sequence (ZRS), located within the intron 5 of LMBR1, acts as an
enhancer regulating the expression of the Sonic Hedgehog (SHH)
gene located B1 Mb downstream.2 SHH is secreted from the ZPA
region of the posterior mesenchyme, along the anterior–posterior axis
in the developing limb bud in a concentration gradient.3 ZRS is
highly conserved from fish to mammals.4

Mutations in ZRS cause a wide spectrum of limb anomalies,
collectively called ZRS-associated syndromes, ranging from preaxial
polydactyly type II to Werner mesomelic syndrome (WMS; OMIM
188770).5 WMS is the most severe end of the phenotypic spectrum
characterized by hypoplastic tibiae, triphalangeal thumbs and
polydactyly. Interestingly, there is a certain genotype–phenotype
correlation.6 Notably, all 15 reported patients with WMS from four
unrelated families were heterozygous for a specific point mutation at
position 404 of ZRS.6–8 Here we report two families with WMS.
Three patients were found to harbor a novel 406A4G mutation in
ZRS, remarkably expanding the mutational spectrum of WMS.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Subjects
We identified four patients from two families with WMS. Their clinical and

radiographic features were summarized in Table 1 and Figure 1. Family 1 had

three affected members in three generations, while the fourth patient from

Family 2 was sporadic (Figures 2a and b). After informed consent, their whole

blood was obtained for mutation analysis.

Mutation analysis
DNA was extracted from leukocytes using QIAamp DNA Blood Mini Kit

(Qiagen, Valencia, CA, USA) according to the manufacturer’s instruction. PCR

amplifications were carried out for the 772-bp ZRS region using 50-CT

GGCCAGTGTTTAAATGGT-30 (forward) and 50-TGATCCATAACCATTTCT

AAG-30 (reverse) primers,6 and Taq DNA polymerase (Fermentas, Glen Burnie,

MD, USA). PCR products were treated with ExoSAP-IT (USP Corporation,

Cleveland, OH, USA), and sent for direct sequencing at Macrogen

(Seoul, Korea).

To confirm the variants identified in the patients and to determine their

frequencies in unaffected family members and controls, pyrosequencing was

carried out using the 50-TTGTCCTGGTTTATGTCCCT-30 (forward) and 50-AT

GAAAGCTCGTGGAGACAG-30 (biotin-tagged reverse) primers and 50-CATA

AAAGTGACCTTGTACT-30 sequencing primer.

Alignment data form Genome browser (http://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/

hgGateway) were used to determine evolutionary conservation of the mutated

nucleotides.

RESULTS

Mutation analysis
PCR-Sanger sequencing of the ZRS region of all three affected
members from Family 1 showed that they were heterozygous for
the 406A4G mutation (Figure 2c). The sporadic patient from Family
2 was found to harbor a heterozygous 404G4A mutation (Figure 2c).
These two mutations were absent in 200 alleles of healthy Thai
individuals determined by pyrosequencing. The 404G and the 406A
are evolutionarily conserved from fish to humans (Figure 2d).
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DISCUSSION

We reported clinical, radiographic and molecular features of four Thai
patients with WMS. They showed both intra- and interfamilial
variability. Tibial defects ranged from unilaterally normal, as in
Patients F1:I-1 and F2:II-1, to bilaterally aplastic, as in Patients
F1:II-1 and F1:III-1 (Figure 1). Nonetheless, one striking consistent
feature in all four patients is bilateral triphalangeal first fingers.
Instead of using two previously used nomenclatures,8,9 triphalangeal
thumbs6,10,11 or five-fingered hands,8,12,13 we here call the digits
‘triphalangeal first fingers’. This is to indicate that the digits have
features of fingers, not thumbs (no thenar muscles, no first web
spaces and inability to oppose) with three phalangeal bones but are at
the position of the normal thumbs. The term ‘five-fingered hands’
could not be used in our fourth sporadic patient who had six digits
on her right hand. Her preaxial extra digit should be called as it is not
the first digit. If it is surgically removed, the digit at the position of
the normal thumb can still be called the first finger.

In our Family 1 (Figure 2a), we observed not only clinical
variability but also an increase in severity in the three generations.
The grandfather (I-1) had normal left and hypoplastic right tibiae,
while the father (II-1) had no tibiae bilaterally and the son (III-1) had
no tibiae and dislocated knees bilaterally (Figure 1 and Table 1).
Clinical variability and anticipation have previously been reported in
WMS,7,11 with no molecular explanation.

As the causative gene of WMS was identified in 2003, 15 patients
from four families had undergone mutation analysis. They all
harbored a heterozygous mutation at position 404 of ZRS.6–8 The
six affected of the Cuban family,7 two affected of the Turkish family6

and one sporadic Korean case8 had the 404G4A mutation, whereas
the six affected of the Brazilian family had the 404G4C mutation.6

Surprisingly, all three patients in Family 1 in our study were found to
be heterozygous for a novel point mutation, 406A4G.

ZRS point mutations were found to change the balance of two
groups of E-twenty-six (ETS) transcription factor binding sites14 or
create binding sites for HnRNP U.15 These lead to ectopic Shh
expression in limb buds,16 causing limb abnormalities. Although the
B800-bp ZRS is highly conserved from fish to humans, many
nucleotide positions in this region are different among species.17 In
addition, the mutations lying in ZRS causing limb defects in different
species vary.16 The heterozygous 406A4G was previously identified
in the mouse M100081, which exhibited a tibial defect, preaxial
polydactyly and triphangeal first digits,17 similar to those found in
our patients. In fact, transgenic embryos carrying the 404 G4A and
the 406 A4G mutations in the mouse ZRS showed similar expression
pattern of Shh in the ZPA.16 Shh was ectopically expressed at the
anterior margin of the limb bud, in addition to the normal posterior
expression.16,18 Our findings of the 406 mutation leading to WMS in
humans, similar to the 404 mutation, not only identify the functional
nucleotide, but also support the assumption that there are small sub-
domains within the ZRS expected to delineate functional regulatory
units in humans.16

Although the 406A4G mutation in our Family 1 was inherited, the
origin of the 404G4A mutation in our Family 2 could not be
determined because of the unavailability of the proband’s parental
DNA. Nonetheless, it is possible that the 404G4A mutation in the
proband of Family 2 is de novo, as previously shown in a sporadic case
of WMS.8 As fetal genomic sequencing as a prenatal screening/
diagnosis for healthy couples is on the horizon,19 identification of
this new mutation leading to such severe phenotype would have an
implication for genetic counseling.

Our newly identified 406 point mutation causing WMS in three
patients not only expands mutational spectrum of ZRS causing WMS,
but also demonstrates that the nucleotide 406 initially identified
through mouse models is also critical for limb development in humans.

Table 1 Clinical and radiograph features of patients with WMS

F1:I-1 F1:II-1 F1:III-1 F2:II-1

Sex Male Male Male Female

Age (years) 58 32 2 1

Hands

Number of digits (left, right) 5, 5 5, 5 5, 5 5, 6

First fingers Triphalangeal, bilaterally Triphalangeal, bilaterally Triphalangeal, bilaterally Triphalangeal, bilaterally

Polydactyly No No No Yes, one preaxial extra digit

Tibia

Left Normal Aplastic Aplastic Normal

Right Hypoplastic Aplastic Aplastic Hypoplastic

Feet

Number of digits (left, right) 7, 7 6, 6 6, 6 6, 7

Number of metatarsals (left, right) 7, 6 5, 6 6, 6 5, 5

First toe Triphalangeal, bilaterally Triphalangeal, bilaterally Triphalangeal, bilaterally Biphalangeal (left)

Triphalangeal (right)

Number of preaxial extra digits (left, right) 2, 2 1, 1 1, 1 1, 2

Syndactyly No No No Yes, bifid great toe (right)

Abbreviation: WMS, Werner mesomelic syndrome.

Figure 1 Clinical and radiographic features of patients with WMS. (a and b) Hand photographs and radiographs, respectively, of patients F1:I-1, F1:II-1,

F1:III-1 and F2:II-1. All had triphalangeal first fingers bilaterally. Patient F2:II-1 also had a preaxial extra digit on her right hand. (c and d) Lower-limb

photographs and radiographs, respectively. (e and f) Feet photographs and radiographs, respectively. A full color version of this figure is available at the
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Figure 2 (a) Pedigree of Family 1 showing three patients in three

generations. (b) Pedigree of Family 2 showing our fourth patient as a

sporadic case. (c) Chromatograms showing the 406A4G (middle panel) and

404G4A (lower panel) mutations comparing with wild-type (upper panel)
sequence. The arrow heads and the arrows indicate the nucleotides at

positions 404 and 406, respectively. (d) Sequence alignment showing the

highly conserved region covering the altered 404G and 406A positions from

fish to mammals. A full color version of this figure is available at the
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